This paper shows that semitopological classes are subsemilattices of the lattice of topologies, and gives a new characterization for the finest topology in the semitopological class.
Consequently, since any element of F(t) which is a subset of ciA) must also be a subset of sciA), i*iciA))^sciA). Lemma 1.2. If iX, t) is a topological space, and if c( ), /( ), c*( ), and i*i ) are as in Lemma 1.1, then if A<=X, i(c*(A)) = iiciA)).
Proof.
Since F(t) is finer than t, it is clear that c*iA)<^ciA) so that ¡ic*iA))c iiciA)). Thus it only remains to show that iiciA))^iic*iA)).
If Oc dA) and Oet, then OeFir) and Or\iX-c*iA)) = 0-c*iA) is Occ*(^), Consequently, since each element of t which is a subset of ciA) is also a subset of c*iA), ¡iciA))<=-iic*iA)). Hence we have Hc*iA))=iiciA)y
In [1] an example is given of two topologies t and ct on a set X such that o* is a proper subset of t, while SOiX, t) [the collection of all semiopen subsets of X with respect to t] is a proper subset of SOiX, a). However, based on the last two lemmas, we do have the following theorem. Proof. Let c( ) and i( ) denote the closure and interior, respectively, in t. Let c+( ) and i+( ) denote the closure and interior in a, and let e*i ) and /*( ) denote the closure and interior in F(t). In [1] it was shown that if a presemiclosure ( )c is consistent with a closure operator ( )c, that is ; (1) if A<=X, iA°y^Ac where ( )* is the interior induced by ( )c, and (2) if iA°y^ A, then Ac=A, then ( )c is the semiclosure in the topology generated by ( )c. Consequently, we need only show that the semiclosure in iX, t), denoted by sei )• ¡s consistent with the closure in iX, a).
First we want to show i+ic+iA))<=sciA). Since a is finer than r, c+iA)<=ciA), so that i+ic+iA))<=i+iciA)). Furthermore, since F(t) is finer than a, i+iciA))<=i*iciA)). Thus i+(c+(^))<=/*(c(/4)). But by Lemma 1.1, i*iciA))<=sciA), soth&ti+ic+iA))c sciA). Second, we want to show that if i+ic+iA))<= A, then A=sciA). Since o* is finer than r, iic+iA))<= i+ic+iA)), and since o* is coarser than Fir), c*iA)<=c+iA) so that ¿(c*(y4))cr/(c+(J4)). Therefore we have ¡ic*iA))<= i+ic+iA)). By Lemma 1.2, /(c*(^)) = /(c(^)).
Consequently, /(c(/í))c /+(c+(^)), so that if i+ic+iA))<= A, then iiciA))<^A, and since sei ) is the semiclosure with respect to r, sciA)=A by Theorem 1.12 of [1] . Thus by Theorem 2.5 of [1] , the semiclosed (and consequently the semiopen sets) in iX, a) are precisely those in iX, r). Consequently o* e It]. In this section, we have seen that with the usual join operation for topologies, semitopological classes are subsemilattices of the lattice of all topologies on X. Furthermore, these semilattices all have maximal elements.
A new characterization of Fir).
It was shown in [3] that the finest topology on the set of real numbers for which the semiopen sets are those of the usual topology is the collection {O-N\0 is open in the usual topology and N is nowhere dense in the usual topology}.
Theorem 2. If iX, r) is a topological space and if v is the collection of all sets which are nowhere dense in iX, r), then F(t) = {{/-N\U e r and Nev}.
Proof.
The only way to find Fir) has been to go through the construction process outlined in [1] . Given a semiclosure operator ( )c, we can construct the closure operator for Fir) in the following way. For every subset A there exists a minimal set DA such that iA UZ>¿ kjB)c = iA(JDA'UBc) for all B^X. IDA is minimal in the sense that it is a subset of any set satisfying this same condition.] Then defining the closure of A by AKJDA, we get the closure in Fir) [Theorems 2.11 and 2.19 of [1] ].
We want to show that Fir) = {U-N\ U er, Nev}. That is, we want to show that the sets closed in Fir) ave {KUN\iX-K) e r, Nev}. Consequently the theorem will be proven if we can show that for A<=X, DA=0 if and only if there exist K, closed in iX, r), and N E v so that A=KVJN. Now, first consider any set of the form A'UA where iX-K) is in r and Nev. In order to show that Dk^n= 0 , it is only necessary to show that for any B^X, sciKVNUB)=lKVNUsciB)]. Now sciK(JN*JB)=>lsciK)yJsciN)*JsciB)].
Furthermore, since K is closed in iX, r), Kis semiclosed so that sciK) = K, and since all nowhere dense sets are semiclosed, îc(A) = N. Thus sciKvN*UB)=> IKvNvsciB)].
Now if it can be demonstrated that KuNVsciB) is semiclosed, it will follow that since lKvNVB]<=lKvNVsciB)], sciKUNuB)^lKuN^J sciB)] and we will have sciKUN<UB)=lKvNVsciB)]. Ä:uAUsc(.ß) is semiclosed if and only if iiciKUNVsciB)))<= IKuNVsciB)]. Now ciK U N U sciB)) = IciK) U ciN) U c(íc (5) 
Now since ici¡iG))-G) is semiopen, it must be empty, for otherwise, there would be a nonvoid, open subset of (c(i'(G)) -G), which is not possible. Thus c(/(G))cG, and note that ciiiG)) is closed in r. Since G is semiclosed in r, there is a set //", closed in r, so that iiH)<= G<=H. Clearly /(//)=/(G). H-iiH) is nowhere dense in t and therefore, since (G -ciiiG))) <=((?-,(G)) = (G -/(//)) <=(//-,(//)), G-c(/(G)) is nowhere dense in r. Thus G = ciiiG)) u (G -c(i(Ö))), where c(/(G)) is closed in (A", t) , and G -c(/(G)) is nowhere dense in iX, r).
